Find it Here! Interactive Resource Location Kiosks
lead users and staff to software, rooms and other resources.

The problem:
• Not all software is on every computer
• Students want to know where software is
• Staff need a list of what is available

The solution:
• An interactive map
• Highlighting a resource shows computers
• Pick a location to show resources there

Behind the scenes:
• A shared spreadsheet to collect the data
• A drawing of the room
• An excel macro to generate the HTML
• JavaScript mouse-overs and image-map areas

The Future:
• Scanners and other tools
• Green screen rooms
• Group and private study rooms
• White board locations
• Bathrooms
• Noisy zones vs. quiet zones
• Call number ranges
• Hours and services at branches

How do I get started?
Spreadsheet and instructions are at
http://hdl.handle.net/2374.MIA/5260
Talk to Eric Johnson: johnsoe@miamioh.edu